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INTRODUCTION 
 

TUFMAN offers users a number of pre-formatted reports to help them account for the data that has 

been entered into the database.  These reports are all accessed from the ‘Reports’ button on the 

main TUFMAN menu.  

Reports can be produced in two different formats . 

 A nicely formatted PDF version, which can be used directly in written reports and ; 

 An Excel format which can be used to further manipulate the  report layout or data  

Things to know before you start 

Run post entry processing – the first step in reporting 
    

To ensure that the data is up-to-date and fully linked you are advised to always run post-entry 

processing before you produce any reports. The processing can take a while, especially if new data 

has been running, so leave time to do this.  Luckily TUFMAN is set up in a way that should remind 

users with at the top of the reports sub-menu.  
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Reports Sub-menu 
 

There are 11 different sub-menus in TUFMAN.  

In this session we will cover  

 Catch and Effort 

 WCPFC  

 NTDC Administration  

 Compliance Surveillance  

 Position Reports 

 Vessel  Data Lookup  

The following report sub-menus are not covered. 

 Custom Reports are reports that are done for individual countries (a catch effort report 

for a special maritime zone for instance).  These are not covered in this review 

 Mapping – please see the mapping guide 

 VMS – please see session the VMS guide.  

Reporting Data Parameters  
 

Select the range of data you want to report on. For instance; which gear type, fleet, dates and fishing 

area. For some reports you will also be asked to choose the fishing company or vessel name.  

TUMFAN will highlight the data ranges (or reporting parameters) that must be filled in. 
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Notes on the data parameters  

TIME – Group by  

When Year is selected TUFMAN will report the data for the whole year 
When ‘Month’ is selected TUFMAN will report the data for every month 
When Quarter is selected TUFMAN will report the data for every quarter (i.e. January – March etc)  
 
AREA   
 
When EEZ Area is selected TUFMAN will report the data for the home EEZ only 
Sub Area Breakdown is selected TUFMAN will report the data for specific areas. This is not relevant 
for most countries but Kiribati uses it for its three main island areas.  
EEZ Breakdown is selected TUFMAN will report the data for every EEZ that the vessel was fishing in.   
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Catch and Effort Reports  
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Catch and Effort Report 1 

Title: Catch Statistics for TUNA species by date range (Source -logsheets) 

What does this report look like? 

 

Longline 

 

Purse seine 

 

Report description 

 

This report summarises the catch and effort data entered from LOGSHEETS into TUFMAN.  The user 

would normally select this report when they want to obtain aggregated LOGSHEET catches and 

effort for a fleet over a discrete time period (for example, year, quarter or month). 

It is important to note that the catches and effort in this report may not represent 100% coverage 

since all logsheets may not have been provided and processed. There are other reports in this 

system that will provide an indication of the logsheet coverage. 

The report shows the number of active vessels, the total effort either total number of hook (LL) and 

total number of days (PS and PL). The total tonnage for the main tuna species are shown as is the 

catch per unit effort. 

Note that this report supports the breakdown of catch and effort by SUBAREA and by EEZ. The 

SUBAREA breakdown only applies to those countries that have specifically requested a division of 

your country’s EEZ into sub areas in the TUFMAN system. The report can be limited to catch within 

your EEZ by selecting the appropriate Area parameter. 
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Things you should know and check before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered logsheets, so logsheet collection and entry 

should be up-to-date. Note that the coverage of the logsheets may not be 100%. You should 

use the appropriate reconciliation reports to identify and try to resolve some of the data gaps 

before producing this report. 

 The catch in weight data in this report has been raised from available unloading data, so 

unloadings data should be entered and the respective TUFMAN Post-entry processing option 

which run before producing this report. 

 Logsheets should be linked to the national fleet or licence, depending on the ‘nationality of 

catch’ option selected, so the licensing and national fleet information should be up-to-date 

and linked using the appropriate post-entry processing options.  

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is probably the most frequently produced catch and effort reports in TUFMAN. It is a 

universally acceptable way of presenting reliable information on the state and trends of your tuna 

fishery, and for calculating catch estimates for your zone. The report can by used to brief Ministers, 

heads of departments, the WCPFC scientific committee (SC), consultants, or during access 

negotiations to present reliable catch and effort information in an acceptable format.   

 

Similar reports 

 

Catch and Effort Report #2 also extracts individual species catch and not just catch for tuna species 

Catch and Effort Report #3 is similar in format, but is broken down at the company level.  

Catch and Effort report #7. This report only shows the catch per unit values. 
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Catch and Effort Report 2 

Title: Catch Statistics for ALL species (Source - logsheets) 

What does this report look like? 

 

Longline  

 

Purse seine  
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Report description 

This report is similar to the first report, but it gives more information about the non-target species 

and no effort statistics.  The total weight and the catch per unit effort for all species recorded on the 

logsheets are shown. The report gives a good idea of the amount and the type of by-catch species 

that are being caught. The report shows the total tonnage for the main tuna species, as is the catch 

per unit effort, numbers per unit effort, and average weight. 

As with all reports using logsheet data as the source, it is important to note that the catches and 

effort in this report may not represent 100% coverage since all logsheets may not have been 

provided and processed.  

Note that this report supports the breakdown of catch and effort by SUBAREA and by EEZ. The 

SUBAREA breakdown only applies to those countries that have specifically requested a division of 

your country’s EEZ into sub areas in the TUFMAN system. The report can be limited to catch within 

your EEZ by selecting the appropriate Area parameter. 

What is this report useful for? 

This report is used when you want information about by-catch. As with report number 1 it can be 

used to calculate catch estimates for your zone, can be used to brief Ministers, heads of 

departments, the WCPFC scientific committee (SC), consultants, or during access negotiations to 

present reliable catch and effort information in an acceptable format. 

Things you should know and check before using this report. 

 The source of the data is collected and entered logsheets, so logsheet collection and entry 

should be up-to-date. Note that the coverage of the logsheets may not be 100%. You should 

use the appropriate reconciliation reports to identify and try to resolve some of the data gaps 

before producing this report. 

 The catch in weight data in this report has been raised from available unloading data, so 

unloadings data should be entered and the respective TUFMAN Post-entry processing option 

which run before producing this report. 

 Logsheets should be linked to the national fleet or licence, depending on the ‘nationality of 

catch’ option selected, so the licensing and national fleet information should be up-to-date 

and linked using the appropriate post-entry processing options.  

 Fishers may not record all hooked species on their logsheets. Fleets may have different 

degrees of reporting non-target species. Some may be happy to record commercially valuable 

bycatch, while others will only record the target species.  You need to work with the fishing 

fleets to improve their reporting of non-target species.  
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Catch and Effort Report 3 

Title: Catch Statistics by Company (Source Logsheets) 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report is exactly the same as report number 1 except that it is broken down by 

company/association for the licensed fleet, or by national fleet. See the report description for report 

1 for more details. 

What is this report useful for? 

This report is more for internal use, unlike report 1. You could use it as briefs for access negotiations 

to review a company/associations historical catch, or as a data quality tool to compare the catch in 

TUFMAN to catch summaries provided by the company.  

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

See the notes on “Things you should know and check” for report 1. 

Similar reports.  

None  
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Catch and Effort Report 4 

Title: Unloaded Catch - TUNA species 

 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report shows the verified unloaded weights for tuna species (verified weights are actual 

weighed values for longline catches and the confirmed signed mate’s receipt weights for PS). The 

report shows the number of unloadings and weight unloaded for the main tuna species, including 

‘others’ and total catch unloaded. For longline, the weight by species is broken down to weight by 

species destined for export markets, and weight by species destined for other (cannery or local) 

markets. 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is helpful is you are interested in the total weight of tuna that has been unloaded. (This 

might be important if you impose a transhipment fee based on the total unloaded weight for 

instance). The report can be useful to refer to before access negotiations as it will give you a good 

idea of how much the vessels are catching.  The weight values shown in this reports are more 

reliable that the weights shown in catch and effort reports 1 and 2 for instance, as these reports use 

logsheet weights with are generally only visual estimates.  

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered unloadings data, so these need to be collected 

and entered. 
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 The coverage of the unloading data may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate 

reconciliation report to identify and to try and resolve some of the data gaps before producing 

this report.  

 For longline vessels it is important that you check that all of the unloading catch is accounted 

for and not just the exported fish.   

 

Similar reports 

 

 Catch and effort report #5 gives a more comprehensive data for non-target species. 
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Catch and Effort Report 5 

Title: Unloaded Catch – All  species (longline) 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report is very similar to report number 4 except that it shows the verified unloaded weights for 

all recorded species, not just tuna species. The report shows the weight unloaded by species, and is 

broken down to the weight by species destined for export markets, and weight by species destined 

for other (cannery or local) markets. This report is only available for longline. 

 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report shows the actual weighed amount of all species that were unloaded, not just tuna. This 

report is useful if you are interested in the weight all species that were unloaded, not just the target 

species.  This type of information gives a good summary of the type of species that are being landed 

by all vessels. The report can gives you a good idea of the amount and type of species that are 
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exported and also the amount and type of species that are sold locally. More detailed reports on the 

non-target species are available elsewhere.  

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered unloadings data, so these should be 

collected and entered. 

 The coverage of the unloading data may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate 

reconciliation report to identify and to try and resolve some of the data gaps before 

producing this report.  

 For longline vessels it is important that you check that all of the unloading catch is accounted 

for and not just the exported fish for instance.   

 The data will only show all the species that have been unloaded. Generally this will only be 

the commercially valuable species. It is unlikely that this report will not show all of the 

hooked or all bycatch species, unless 100% unloading of all catch is required by the licence.  

Similar reports 

 

Catch and effort report #4 gives the unloaded weight for target species only.  
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Catch and Effort Report 6 

Title: Unloading by Market Destination  and Species 

 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report is only available for longline, and shows the monthly unloadings amounts for the main 

target species, and other species combined, by market destination. It will show the unloaded catch 

for all export markets, if you have more than one, and for ‘other’ markets which includes canneries 

and the local market.  

 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is useful for calculating the market value of the catch. This can be helpful if you want to 

find out if the fishery is commercially viable or profitable. The total weight by species which was sent 

to different fish markets each month is shown. With this information the final value of the fish can 

be calculated if required. The report can also highlight changes in the marketing of the fish, which 

may in turn draw your attention to any targeting practices by the vessels.  

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 This report is for longline gear only. 
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 The source of the data is collected and entered unloadings data, so these need to be collected 

and entered. 

 The fishing company fills in this information and you need to have confidence in their records. 

The information can be cross checked with port sampling data. 

 The coverage of the unloadings data may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate 

reconciliation reports to identify and to try and resolve some of the data gaps before 

producing this report.  

 Check that all of the unloading catch is being recorded by the fishing company and not just the 

exported fish.   

 The report may not show the very final destination of the fish. The fish may be re-sold further 

along the marketing chain.  

 Unloadings data should be cross-checked with port sampling data. Use the reconciliation 

reports.  

 

Similar reports 

 Catch and Effort report #5 gives a summary of the weights of fish by species that have been 

exported.  
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Catch and Effort Report 7 

 

Title: Nominal Catch rates for TUNA Species 

What does this report look like?  

 

 

Report description 

 

This report shows the catch per unit effort for the main tuna species over time. This is presented as 

CPUE for the main species, and the total catch of all of the species in the far right column. 

 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is useful when you want to look at changes or trends in catch rates. Generally, this type 

of information is required by scientists or consultants who use the information to assess the catch 

rates or trends in the fishery. This information may also be required by your superiors or other 

members of your staff to provide a description or an overview of the fishery. It is better to view this 

report visually by sending the output to Excel and graphing the results. 

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered logsheets, so these need to have been 

collected and entered. 
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 The coverage of the logsheets may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate 

reconciliation report to identify and try to resolve some of the data gaps before producing 

this report.  

 The logsheet weight data has been raised from available unloading data. 
 

Similar reports 

 

Catch and Effort Report #1 also provides the catch rates.  
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Catch and Effort Report 8 

 

Title: Vessel Trip Catches by Species and Set 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report will show the main set details for a single trip made by a vessel. For longline, for each set 

the set date, set time, position, EEZ, number of hooks, and catch by species are shown. For purse 

seine you will see the set date and time, position, EEZ, activity code, school type, and catch by 

species. The report shows the vessel name, trip dates, and trip totals by species. 

 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is for internal use and monitoring, when you need to verify the details of a vessel’s trip. It 

could be used to look for errors in the catch by set if the trip catch varies a lot from the unloading 

catch, for example.  

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 
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This report will only contain useful data if logsheet sets are entered, not logsheet totals only. If you 

enter set details as ‘EEZ only’, then the sets outside of your zone will be displayed but the catch by 

species will be shown as 0. 

 

Similar reports 

 

None 
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Catch and Effort Report 9 

Title: Annual Vessel Trip Report (Source Logsheets) 

 

What does this report look like? 

  

Report description 

 

Report 9 lists a summary of trips for a company for a selected year. The report will list all trips by 

vessel, showing the trip dates, effort, and catch for the target tuna species as well as all other 

species combined and the total catch for the trip. For pole and line and purse seine the effort is 

shown as the number of days fishing and searching and number of days at sea, while for longline the 

number of hooks is also shown (as 100s of hooks).  

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report shows the activity, the effort and catch for each vessel. It can be used as a data quality 

report to check the coverage of logsheets, and to present to companies to chase up missing 

logsheets. It may also be useful if you want to assess the performance of all the vessels within one 

company since the report may help to highlight vessels that are fishing better (or worse!) than other 
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vessels. Your observer coordinator may consider putting an observer on one of these boats to look 

at the reasons.  This type of report may provide useful reference material during access 

negotiations.  

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered logsheets, so these need to be collected and 

entered. 

 The coverage of the logsheets may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate reconciliation 

report to identify and try to resolve some of the data gaps before producing this report.  

 The logsheet weight data has been raised from available unloading data. 

 

Similar reports  
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Catch and Effort Report 10 

 

End of Month Logsheet Incoming Log 

 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

Report description 

 

This report shows a summary of logsheets that have been entered for a particular month. The report 

shows, for each company, the vessel, logsheet dates, date entered, as well as batch and scanning 

information for each trip. 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is useful for the NTDC as it shows a list of the logsheets that have been processed for the 

month. The NTDC can compare lists of logsheets received to this list to make sure that no logsheets 

have been missed. 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

None 
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Catch and Effort Report 11 

 

Title: Reconciled Catch from Logsheets and Unloading 

 

What does this report look like? 

 

  

 

Report description 

 

This report presents yearly vessel trip information for a selected gear and nationality. For each 

vessel, the report matches all of the available logsheet and unloadings data and presents the data 

trip by trip. The details shown are the trip dates, logsheet catch for the tuna target species, 

unloading date, and weights of the tuna target species unloaded. For each vessel is also shown the 

‘best combination of logsheet and unloadings’, which gives the total number of trips and catch by 

species, using all of the available information. For example, if a logsheet is missing for a trip, the 

report uses the unloadings information, and if the unloadings data are missing, the report uses the 

logsheet data for that trip, so the report fills in gaps in the data. Note that if both the logsheet and 

unloadings data are missing then the trip will not be counted. 

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report gives better or adjusted information on a vessel’s activity and total catch than the other 

catch and effort reports.  The report’s results are based on the ‘best combination of logsheet and 

unloadings data’, where data gaps are taken into account and filled in where possible. This is not 

done for other catch and effort reports. While the catch and effort report #1 will give a good 

standard acceptable report, this report will, with extra effort give better results. The report is 

therefore better for calculating catch estimates than reports 1 and 4, and can be useful for annual 

catch estimates, access negotiations, external reports etc. The report also shows very clearly 
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whether a logsheet or unloadings form is missing for a trip, so this can be used to track missing data 

and present to a company to show what data are missing. 

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report. 

 

 The source of the data is collected and entered logsheets and unloading forms, so these need 

to be collected and entered. 

 The report automatically compensates for missing logsheet data if unloadings data is available 

and vice-versa.  

 The coverage of the data may not be 100%. You should use the appropriate reconciliation 

report to identify and try to resolve some of the data gaps before producing this report.  

 The logsheet weight data has been raised from the available unloadings data. 

 

Similar reports 

Catch and Effort Report #1 gives a summary of the total number of trips and the total weight of fish 

unloaded, however, it does not show adjusted data which compensates for missing logsheets or 

unloading data.   
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Catch and Effort Report 12 

Title: Catch Estimates by Broad Ocean Areas  

What does this report look like? 

 

Report Description 

 

This report shows the annual catch in metric tonnes for the National fleet in the Broad Ocean Areas. 

Maps of these areas are shown below.  

1. WCPFC Convention area   
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What is this report useful for? 

The report is helpful when reporting to the WCPFC, and or its Northern Scientific Committee  

 

Things you should know and check for before using this report.  

 

 

Similar Reports  
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Catch and Effort Report 13 

Title: Catch Statistics for TUNA species by year (Source Logsheets) 

What does this report look like? 

 

 

Report Description  

 

This report shows the total catch and the catch per unit effort by each flag for a calendar year.  The 

legend for the catch per unit effort is displayed on the top left hand corner.   It is important that the 

vessel’s flag of registration has been correctly assigned, especially any vessels in the national fleet or 

chartered vessels.   

What is this report useful for? 

 

This report is most useful for internal management reports.  It shows the catches by each flag and 

can help management understand which fleets are catching the most fish, and which fleets are most 

effective at catching.  

Similar Reports  

 

Catch and Effort Report #1 gives the total catch for all fleets combined.  

Catch and effort Report # 14 gives the total catch for each flag, while also showing the individual 

vessel total catches.  
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Catch and Effort Report 14 

Title: Annual Vessel Catch for Home EEZ only 

What does this report look like? 

 

Report Description  

 

This report shows the total annual catch of individual vessels flying a specific flag (as selected from 

the reporting parameters.  The total catch in metric tonnes is shown as well as the catch per unit 

effort.  

What is this report useful for? 

 

The report is useful for internal management reports. Managers can see quickly which vessels are 

fishing well and those that are not performing well.  This might be important if the country is getting 

a fee for the total tonnage caught.  The report is also very useful for managing the national fleet and 

the catches. Managers have extra details to check if they want to know why the national fleet catch 

is unexpectedly high or low in any year.   

Things you should know and check for before using this report.  

Vessels should be correctly assigned to their ‘Flag of Registration’ under the licensing component of 

TUFMAN.  

Similar Reports  

Catch and Effort Report #1 gives the total catch for all fleets combined.  

Catch and effort Report # 13 gives the total catch for each flag of Registration.  


